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What is the Dirty Money
Dilemma?
An ethical  problem for  charit ies

Nonprofits tend to dedicate themselves to addressing the symptoms

of a systemic issue.  Navigating dirty money (problems with how

money was created) and tainted donors (problems with who is giving

money) while balancing fundraising priorities put nonprofits in an

ethically complicated spot.

So how can nonprofits understand their role in the systemic problems

and approach their fundraising in the least harmful way? How can we

effect positive systemic change?



What is CCF?
A Growing Movement

Community-Centric Fundraising is a fundraising model that is

grounded in equity and social justice. We prioritize the entire

community over individual organizations, foster a sense of belonging

and interdependence, present our work not as individual transactions

but holistically, and encourage mutual support between nonprofits.

To me, it is about reimagining the engagement of our community and

our donors. Reimagining storytelling. Pushing your audience to

rethink why we do what we do and how we do it.



White
supremacy is
everywhere,
even in non-
profits. Which
of these have
you noticed or
experienced at
work?



We don't operate in a bubble
“When we consider the universe of  potential  exchanges

between a donor and a nonprofit ,  we should keep in mind
that we l ive in what polit ical  philosophers call  a  nonideal

world – i t  is  corrupt,  unjust,  and r iddled with wrongdoing.
The demand for  moral  purity is  foolhardy,  and to expect i t

is  to dismiss nuanced, complex conversations about
philanthropy.”  Lauren A.  Taylor



What Do You
Want? Find champions

Donors are already thinking this way, and community

members have been for a long time. Find CCF-allyship in

or outside of your organization.

Educate about CCF

Do not shy away from talking about systemic issues

nonprofits enable, white supremacy, or capitalism

Build authentic partnerships

Know you will lose transactional donors. Engage your

community, other nonprofits, and donors in advocacy

and partnership. 

How can we get there?

Multi-year support

donors who care

Syst
emic ch

ange

authentic partnerships

a board who understands

a less siloed sector

a better future

remove white supremacy

from our sector



Audit1.
Storytell ing

Poverty tourism/trauma porn

Donor positioning

Organization positioning

Advocacy

Fundraising

Donor recognition and engagement

Oversimplification of impact or "overhead"

Donor education

What revenue streams can be tweaked,

what is good, what needs to go

Building partnerships with other orgs



Audit - Spot the difference

Case Study:  The Stop's  Advocacy Program 2018 vs 2022 messaging

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ekGCyVcCbmQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V9YBZQnOgWY


Put it in the chat: 
What did you spot?



What did you spot?

people crying is not dignified

Trauma of poor or racialized
presented for the often rich,
white donor

"it changed my life" - did it really?

talking about advocacy and systemic failures

talking about the importance of voting and
being politically engaged

limitations of nonprofit work mentionedpeople depicted as unable
to help themselves

participants not exploited

voyeuristic

Participants presented in a dignified manner

not overselling impact of donations or charity

pandering

donor education

not oversimplifying issues our
participants face

not a community member or ed - front line staff



How does this apply?

Would a participant be comfortable and respected in the room?

Are participants expected to speak, write, or show appreciation to the donor? 

Do donors have the opportunity to walk in or participate in programming?

Do you expect participants to share trauma with your organization?

Is your organization doing education or public policy work around systemic issues?

Do you push back on problematic notions or comments made by donors?

Do you get consent from participants? Can they retract their consent at any time?

Do you portray participants as helpless people who need to be empowered? Are you a

voice for the voiceless? Or do you portray them as capable people who face barriers to

opportunities?

Do you partner with problematic or voyeuristic donors?

Are participants reflected in your communications and organization in general?

Major Gifts,  Corporate,  and General  Communications



Has your fundraising looked like
this? Donor, board member,
everyone else

What are some changes to make it look like
this? Community, board, donors, staff,
volunteers and partners all valued



How can your org transition to CCF?

Centering the Community needs 

Volunteers given the same
recognition as donors

Donors treated like partners, not saviours

push back on problematic requests 

Explaining to donors and board why poverty
tourism/exploitative storytelling is problematic

getting political publicly
Turning away ridiculous requests

Teaching donors, board, &supporters about CCF

Removing elitist practices

from your stewardship -

naming rights

changing your storytelling

Everyone benefits from charity, not just the
community member

talking to donors about power dynamics,
tax evasion, wealth hoarding, racism, etc

be okay with losing donors that don't
align with ethical fundraising

building partnerships with other orgs

not oversimplifying "overhead"

Problems with DAF's

being gender inclusive



2. Build a case for
support

Build a case for support using metrics,

examples, and connection to the mission to

push for CCF practices internally

Approach key donors with these concepts,

chances are they are already thinking of

them

Your ED, other orgs, other fundraisers,

community members, board members, or

donors, can all be great allies in the push for

CCF aligned practices

Get buy in

Find All ies

Click here to view an
example case for support

https://www.canva.com/design/DAEXoMYCtek/BHUGCiif9AaMQxEUS_MRgQ/view?utm_content=DAEXoMYCtek&utm_campaign=designshare&utm_medium=link2&utm_source=sharebutton


How does this apply?

Board members, ED, and Fundraising team can all be on the same

page about how to deal with problematic donors, how to fundraise in

accordance with your mission and create a gift acceptance policy

Are galas ok? What about NFTs? Accepting useless gift-in-kind

items? Talking about systemic racism and white supremacy?

Accepting gifts from donors who directly contradict the mission?

Developing strategy and building partnerships

Treating people equally invested in championing ethical philanthropic practices as

partners from the get-go. Also can weed out people who are not interested in that internally.

Easy to understand the rationale as to the moral and also financial gains to be made that

you or others can reference in conversations with supporters.

Building authentic partnerships internally and externally on mutual understanding of white

saviourism, capitalism, nonprofit industrial complex, etc.



The time is now
"We al l  have a sphere of  inf luence.  Each of  us needs to f ind
our own sources of  courage so that  we can begin to speak.
There are many problems to address,  and we cannot avoid

them indefinitely.  We cannot continue to be si lent.  We
must begin to speak,  knowing that  words alone are

insuff icient.  But I  have seen that  meaningful  dialogue can
lead to effective action.  Change is  possible."

-  Beverly Daniel  Tatum, Why Are All  The Black Kids Sitt ing
Together in the Cafeteria?



Put everything together. After auditing how you
engage with your community, you should have a
clear picture of where things can be improved.

How is it going? Do you need to revisit a strategy or
a donor type? Do you have supports you need?

Networking with other CCF-aligned organizations
and fundraisers is a huge support. They understand
your language and your struggles. Reach out!

Strategize

Monitor

Branch out

INFOGRAPHIC3. Implementation 
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